Abstract. We construct BPS domain wall solutions of the effective action of type-IIA string theory compactified on a half-flat six-manifold. The flow equations for the vector and hypermultiplet scalars are shown to be equivalent to Hitchin's flow equations, implying that our domain walls can be lifted to solutions of ten-dimensional type-IIA supergravity. They take the form Ê 1,2 × Y 7 , where Y 7 is a G 2 -holonomy manifold with boundaries.
Introduction
Type-II string compactifications on Calabi-Yau three-folds have been studied extensively in the past, because they provide deep insights into the dynamics of four-dimensional string theories. We refer to [1] for a review and references. One particularly fascinating and useful property is mirror symmetry [2] , which relates type-IIA string theory on a Calabi-Yau manifold X 6 to type-IIB string theory on a different Calabi-Yau manifoldX 6 , called the mirror manifold. However, type-II Calabi-Yau compactifications do not lead to realistic phenomenology. In particular, all massless modes are gauge singlets, and one has a moduli space of degenerate vacua. This situation improves when one considers more general type-II backgrounds, where vacuum expectations values of tensor fields are turned on [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . The back-reaction of the background flux deforms the geometry, which no longer is Ricci-flat and Calabi-Yau. The most popular approach to these compactifications is based on the effective supergravity description and assumes that the flux and its back-reaction can be treated as a perturbation away from a given Calabi-Yau compactification. This way one obtains a consistent and physically plausible picture: switching on fluxes in the internal space corresponds to specific gaugings of the four-dimensional effective supergravity theory. Some of the fields become charged, and a scalar potential is created, which lifts some of the flat directions. Moreover, this treatment also makes sense geometrically: if one imposes that the internal space X 6 still supports eight Killing spinors, it must be a manifold with SU(3) structure [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Like Calabi-Yau manifolds, which have SU(3) holonomy, manifolds with SU(3) structure are characterised by the existence of a non-degenerate real twoform J and of a complex three-from Ω. However, these forms need not be closed, but satisfy weaker requirements (3.4) . Therefore, such manifolds are the natural generalisation of Calabi-Yau manifolds. Recently, Hitchin [14] has introduced the notion of a 'generalised complex manifold', which generalises complex and symplectic geometry. For applications to flux compactifications and to mirror symmetry see [15, 16, 17, 18] .
One natural question is whether mirror symmetry still holds in this enlarged class of compactifications. For compactifications with RR fluxes a mirror map between the corresponding four-dimensional effective supergravity actions has been found in [19] . Mirror symmetry acts in a natural way on the RR fluxes by exchanging the roles of RR tensor fields of even and odd rank. When considering mirror symmetry for compactifications with NS fluxes, one immediately encounters the question of what is the mirror partner of the NS flux. In the context of the topological string it was observed that switching on NS flux in type-IIB corresponds to deforming the type-IIA CalabiYau three-fold into a manifold with a non-integrable complex structure [20] . A detailed proposal was made by [13] who argued that the mirror partner of type-IIB string theory on a (conformally rescaled) Calabi-Yau three-fold with NS flux is type-IIA string theory on a so-called half-flat six-manifold. In this particular case, the back-reaction of the flux on the geometry only amounts to a conformal rescaling of the Calabi-Yau metric [21, 22, 6] . Conversely, type-IIA string theory on a Calabi-Yau three-fold with NS flux was shown to be mirror symmetric to type-IIB string theory on a half-flat six-manifold [23] . Half-flat manifolds are manifolds with a particular type of SU(3) structure, see (3.6) . Unfortunately, the mathematical deformation theory of manifolds with SU(3) structure has not yet been developed to the same degree as the one of Calabi-Yau manifolds, see, however, [24] . Nevertheless, [13] succeeded in employing supersymmetry and mirror symmetry to motivate a particular parametrisation of the differential forms occurring in the dimensional reduction on half-flat six-manifolds (see Eqs. (3.2), (3.3)). Using this, they obtained a mirror symmetric four-dimensional supergravity action. The gauging is determined by the parameters which control the deformation of a Calabi-Yau three-fold into a half-flat six-manifold.
There is, however, one aspect of the proposal of [13] which deserves further investigation. On the type-IIA side no fluxes are turned on, and half-flat six-manifolds are not Ricci-flat. Therefore Ê 1,3 × X 6 is not a solution to the ten-dimensional type-IIA equations of motion. By mirror symmetry, the same is true on the type-IIB side. What does it mean then to perform a dimensional reduction of the action on X 6 ? In principle, the answer has already been given in [13] . The four-dimensional gauged supergravity action does not have maximally supersymmetric Minkowski or AdS vacua. One expects, however, from general experience with gauged supergravity actions that it has BPS domain wall solutions with four Killing spinors. In such solutions some of the scalar fields have a non-trivial dependence on the transverse coordinate of the domain wall. If all these scalars can be interpreted as moduli of an internal space, the four-dimensional solution should lift to a ten-dimensional one where the internal six-manifold varies along the transverse direction. The correct question is whether this geometry satisfies the ten-dimensional equations of motion.
The purpose of this paper is to check this explicitly. In Section 2 we construct new domain wall solutions of gauged four-dimensional supergravity, by extending the results of Ref. [25] to the case of an arbitrary hypermultiplet sector. In particular, we find that the vector multiplet sector can be treated without specifying the gauging in the hypermultiplet sector. When analysing the hypermultiplet sector we consider the generalised axion gauging (2.21) occurring in the dimensional reduction of type-IIA string theory on half-flat six-manifolds. This gauging is different from the axion gauging considered in [25] . In Section 3 we relate these four-dimensional domain walls to ten-dimensional geometries. The domain walls are completely determined by flow equations, which specify how the scalars evolve as functions of the transverse coordinate of the domain wall. Moreover, all scalars with a non-trivial flow come from internal components of the ten-dimensional type-IIA metric, i.e. they are moduli of the internal manifold. We then show that the scalar flow equations are equivalent to Hitchin's flow equations. This implies that the internal half-flat six-manifold varies along the transverse direction of the domain wall precisely in such a way that they combine into a seven-manifold Y 7 with G 2 holonomy. Moreover, the four-dimensional domain wall lifts to the ten-dimensional space-time Ê 1,2 × Y 7 which is manifestly Ricci-flat and therefore satisfies the type-IIA equations of motion. This clarifies the meaning of the four-dimensional action obtained in [13] : it describes the dynamics of the lightest modes around this background. In Ref. [26] a similar geometry has been investigated, where in a non-compact setup explicit expressions for the metrics on Y 7 and and X 6 have been obtained. Section 4 contains an outlook onto further directions of research.
Domain-Wall Solutions
In this section, we construct domain-wall solutions of four-dimensional gauged N = 2 supergravity [27] . Our analysis extends the work of Ref. [25] to the case of arbitrary hypermultiplet gaugings. Then we specialise to a particular hypermultiplet gauging, which arises in compactifications of type-IIA supergravity on so-called half-flat manifolds [13] .
The supergravity theory contains a gravity multiplet
u=1 . We follow the conventions of Refs. [25, 28] . Space-time indices are denoted µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, and the signature of g µν is {+1, −1, −1, −1}. All spinors are Majorana. The index Λ = 1, 2 is an SU(2) index, and the index α transforms in the fundamental representation of Sp(2n H ). The position of the indices Λ, α on spinors encodes a chiral projection [28] .
The scalars {z i , q u } are coordinates on M VM × M HM , which are special Kähler [29] and quaternionic-Kähler manifolds [30] , respectively. Special Kähler manifolds are characterised by the existence of a holomorphic prepotential for the metric, which is homogeneous of degree two. Quaternionic-Kähler manifolds of real dimension 4n H have a holonomy group which is contained in SU(2) × Sp(2n H ). The indices Λ, α are tangent space indices with respect to M HM . Note that Sp(2n H ) denotes the compact real form of the symplectic group. Since loop corrections to higher-dimensional quaternionic-Kähler manifolds are not yet accessible, ‡ we work at string tree level and take M HM to be in the image of the c-map [32, 33] . Then M HM is determined by a special Kähler manifold and thus can be specified by a prepotential. This special Kähler manifold is the vector multiplet manifold of a T-dual type-II compactification, and not to be confused with M VM .
For the vector multiplet geometry we take the prepotential to be of the form [31] for the case of the universal hypermultiplet.
where z i are special coordinates [29] . The fields Y I are part of the symplectic
, and the components of (Y I , F I ) T are the canonical embedding coordinates [34] . In the context of Calabi-Yau compactifications it is useful to consider (Y I , F I ) T as the holomorphic section of a symplectic vector bundle over M VM [35] . Note that not all such sections come from a prepotential. However, one can always find a symplectic transformation, such that a prepotential exists [36] .
In type-IIA Calabi-Yau compactifications, a cubic prepotential (2.1) corresponds to working in the large-radius limit, where quantum corrections to F (Y ) due to world-sheet instantons are small and can be ignored. The numbers c ijk are the triple intersection numbers of the Calabi-Yau threefold.
We work at string tree-level, so that the quaterion-Kähler manifold M HM is obtained by applying the c-map to a special Kähler manifold [33] . The resulting parametrisation of M HM is
with 2n + 4 real coordinates V , a, ξ A ,ξ A , A ∈ {0 . . . n}, and n complex coordinates z a , a ∈ {1 . . . n}. The scalar a is called the axion since it has a shift symmetry. In type-IIA Calabi-Yau compactifications the scalar V is related to the four-dimensional dilaton φ (4) by V = exp −2φ (4) , and the fieldsξ A , ξ A are the massless fluctuations of RR tensor fields. The complex-structure deformations are conveniently parameterised by scalars Z A , which are related to the fields z a by
In this section we use coordinates z A , while in Section 3 we use (Z A ) = Z 0 · (1, z a ) when lifting the four-dimensional domain-wall solution to ten dimensions.Since we use the c-map for constructing M HM , the geometry is governed by a prepotential F (Z). As for the vector multiplet geometry we take a cubic prepotential: §
which corresponds to taking the limit of large complex structures. If one considers compactifications which are more general than Calabi-Yau compactifications, the four-dimensional effective action also contains gauge couplings, a scalar potential and fermionic mass terms. For sake of generality we will first consider four-dimensional models with general hypermultiplet gaugings, and only later specialise to the particular gauging occurring in type-IIA compactifications on half-flat six-manifolds. When starting from an ungauged supergravity action, where all fields are gauge singlets, a gauging is implemented by covariantising the derivatives of those fields which become charged. In our case these are only the hypermultiplet scalars q u :
The gauge fields A I µ are specific linear combinations of the fields A I µ [28] . It is useful to think about the e I as deformation parameters which deform an ungauged supergravity action into a gauged one. To have a consistent action of the gauge group on the manifold M HM , the gauge group must be a subgroup of the isometry group of M HM , i.e., k u = k u (q) must be a Killing vector. Supersymmetry implies in addition that the action must now contain a scalar potential and specific mass terms for the spinors. The general formulae which uniquely determine the action in terms of the gauging (2.5) can be found in Ref. [28] . The scalar potential and fermionic mass terms contain the socalled Killing-prepotentials P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , which are the quaternionic momentum maps of the isometry k u . Later it will be convenient to split the SU(2) valued killing prepotential into its norm and a direction:
where σ 1 , σ 2 , and σ 3 are the Pauli spin matrices. Supersymmetric vacua Φ 0 are found by demanding that gravitino, gaugino, and the hyperino variations vanish:
We consider bosonic vacua Φ 0 which implies that the variations of the bosonic fields vanish identically, since bosons transform into fermions. Furthermore, we allow only the metric and the scalar fields to depend non-trivially on y, and set A I µ | Φ 0 = 0. We now evaluate the supersymmetry variations (2.7), by inserting an Ansatz for the metric and then work out the conditions on the scalar fields.
We make the following Ansatz for the line element of the domain-wall:
Note that we did not fix the transverse coordinate y completely. The parameter p will be set to a convenient value later, see Eq. (2.17).
Evaluating the gravitino variation, we find the following two equations
10) [28] . These equations imply that the supersymmetry parameter ǫ Λ is proportional to a constant spinor ǫ
Furthermore, a consistency relation can be derived by taking the complex conjugate of Eq. (2.10) [25] : -BPS background, i.e., the domain wall is invariant under four of the eight real supertransformations of the underlying supergravity lagrangian.
In the following it will be convenient to define W := ( P · P) (e I L I ). Inserting Eq. (2.12) into (2.10) results in 13) and inserting Eq. (2.12) and (2.13) into (2.9) results in ∂ y (h n) = 0. The gaugino variation, together with the Ansatz (2.12) yields
which precisely is Eq. (3.15) of Ref. [25] . Following their analysis, we find ∂ ∂y
We now choose the free parameter p such that 17) in order that the flow equations (2.16) can be integrated. The resulting integrated flow equations read
where c I are constants of integration and H I are harmonic functions with respect to the flat transverse Laplacian ∂ 2 y . We will refer to both (2.16) and (2.18) as VM flow equations in the following, because they characterise how the vector multiplet scalars evolve as functions of the transverse coordinate y. The condition (2.17) implies the relation
Let us stress that we have derived the flow equations (2.16), (2.18) without specifying the form of the gauging.
The equations (2.18) are known as the generalised stabilisation equation in the context of supersymmetric black-hole solutions [37, 38, 39] . The so-called stabilisation equations, which characterise the attractor behaviour of black hole horizons [40] do not have a counterpart in our domain wall solution, because the underlying lagrangian does not have fully supersymmetric vacua. In contrast, supersymmetric black hole solutions interpolate between two fully supersymmetric vacua, Minkowski space at infinity and AdS 2 × S 2 at the horizon [41, 40] . Since for our domain walls moduli stabilisation (fixed point behaviour) does not occur, we will refer to the equations (2.16),(2.18) as the VM flow equations. Note that the upper half of the r.h.s. of the flow equations (2.16) vanishes. Non-vanishing entries in the upper half would correspond to assigning magnetic charges to the fields, which we will not consider here (see however [25] ).
We now turn to the hypermultiplet sector. For general hypermultiplet gaugings the hyperino variation takes the form
Here, U Λα u dq u are vielbein one-forms on M HM , and the indices Λ and α transform under the reduced tangent space group SU(2) × Sp(2n) ⊂ O(4n). Explicit expressions for U Λα u dq u can be found, e.g., in Ref. [33] . This is all what can be done for general hypermultiplet gaugings. While the gravitino and gaugino variations could be evaluated independently of the form of the gauging, we need the explicit expressions for the killing vector k and its associated killing prepotential P x in order to further exploit (2.20). Therefore we now specialise our discussion to the gauging
which occurs in the compactification of type-IIA string theory on half-flat manifolds [13] . Note that this 'generalised axion gauging' is different from the axion gauging k = ∂ a considered in [25] . The corresponding killing prepotentials are (in agreement with [43] ) z AzB ∂ A ∂ B F (z C ) + c.c. In solving the hyperino equation, we keep all hypermultiplet scalar fields fixed, except V and z a . Moreover, one finds that ξ 0 = 0 implies that U and all scalar fields are constant. Therefore we set ξ 0 = 0. Note that the supergravity potential V ≃
is minimised by ξ 0 = 0. We find
23)
See [42] for a domain-wall solution with k = ∂ a and an arbitrary number of spectator hypermultiplets.
and for the scalars z a (y) we obtain
(2.24)
Note that we need to use that the prepotential F (Z) is chosen to be cubic in order that the hypermultiplet flow equations (HM flow equations) (2.20) decouple for the scalars z a , so that we have the simple solution displayed above. For a cubic prepotential F (Z) one can find explicit expressions for the relevant entries in the matrix N −1 . We do not know analogous formulae for general prepotentials, and therefore it is not clear whether the equations decouple for generic prepotentials F (Z).
We now determine the parameter p in the domain-wall line element by solving equation (2.17) . For the solution (2.23), (2.24) we compute
where we have used ξ 0 = 0, and 27) and gives a condition on the integration constants:
which implies
Let us summarise the domain-wall solution corresponding to the generalised axion gauging (2.21):
30f)

Hitchin's Flow Equations
In the last section we have shown that the four-dimensional gauged supergravity action, which is obtained by dimensional reduction of type-IIA superstring theory has the BPS domain wall solution (2.30a)-(2.30f). Since the scalar potential does not allow maximally supersymmetric solutions, this domain wall is interpreted as the ground state, and it should lift to a supersymmetric solution of the underlying ten-dimensional theory. This is the subject of the present section, and the key observation needed to relate fourdimensional to ten-dimensional physics is that the flow equations which determine the dependence of the scalar fields on the transverse coordinate y are equivalent to Hitchin's flow equations. Let us recall the relevant points of the dimensional reduction of type-IIA string theory on half-flat manifolds [13] . For Calabi-Yau manifolds one expands the tendimensional fields in terms of a basis of harmonic forms,
where
The proposal of [13] is that the compactification on a half-flat manifold can be treated as a deformation with parameters e i , where some of the forms cease to be closed (and hence, are not harmonic any more),
while the relations (3.2) are preserved. Assuming this, the dimensional reduction of type-IIA string theory on a half-flat manifold yields a four-dimensional supergravity action with the generalised axion gauging (2.21). The deformation parameters e i in (3.3) are identical with the parameters specifying the gauging in (2.5). The parameter e 0 appearing in (2.5) corresponds to switching on an additional flux and is set to zero in the following. It has been shown in [13] that the relations (3.3) are fixed by requiring that half-flat type-IIA compactifications are the mirror symmetry partners of type-IIB compactifications on (conformally rescaled) Calabi-Yau three-folds with NS-NS flux. In order to elaborate on the results of [13] and to provide a further check of their proposal, we make use of Hitchin's flow equations. These equations determine how a family of half-flat six manifolds X 6 (ỹ) has to vary along an interval I, with a coordinatẽ y which is related to y in (2.8) by the coordinate transformation (3.11b), such that one obtains a seven-dimensional manifold Y 7 with holonomy contained in G 2 . Since such manifolds are Ricci-flat, our strategy will be to show that the flow of scalar fields along our domain wall solution is precisely such that a G 2 holonomy manifold is obtained by combining the transverse direction of the domain wall solution with the internal six-manifold.
Recall that the existence of a G 2 structure on a seven-manifold Y 7 requires the existence of a G 2 invariant three-form ϕ, while an SU(3) structure on a six-manifold X 6 is equivalent to the existence of a non-degenerate real two-form J and of complex three-form Ω, which satisfy [9, 10] :
Note that a manifold with SU(3) structure is almost complex, so that it makes sense to talk about complex differential forms. The complex structure need not be integrable. Therefore local complex coordinates need not exist. The real and imaginary part of Ω are denoted Ω ± . On Calabi-Yau manifolds, the SU(3) structure is integrable, dJ = dΩ = 0. In this case J is the Kähler form and Ω is the holomorphic top form. If Y 7 is obtained by fibering a family X 6 (ỹ) of six-manifolds over an interval I, then these data are related by [10] : ¶
Accordingly, we split the exterior derivatives on Y 7 into a part inside X 6 and the part along the interval I, d =d+dỹ ∂ỹ. Further details on the relation between G 2 structures on seven-manifolds and SU(3) structures on six-manifolds can be found, e.g., in [44, 45] . If one demands the stronger condition that Y 7 has G 2 holonomy rather than just G 2 structure, then dϕ = d ⋆ ϕ = 0. Imposing in addition that X 6 is half-flat,
we obtain Hitchin's flow equations:
Hitchin [46, 47] proved that these flow equations preserve the SU(3)-structure of the fibres (3.4). We will now show that the flow equations of our domain wall solution are equivalent to Hitchin's flow equation. The two-and three-forms (J, Ω) have an expansion in terms of the basis (3.1) as
where the moduli v i are proportional to the supergravity quantities Y i . Note that Ω and Ω(z) differ by the factor Z 0 , which we fix by normalising Ω as in Eq. (3.4). It turns ¶ Note that we have rotated Ω with respect to the convention in the mathematical literature, as, e.g., in Ref. [10] :
out that the factor Z 0 in (3.9) is important in matching the BPS equations to Hitchin's flow equations. For instance, by computing
and comparing the result to X 6 J 3 ≃ exp {2U} one concludes that Z 0 has to be a nontrivial function of y in order for (3.4) to hold.
A straightforward but somewhat tedious calculation shows that the scalar flow equations equations (2.30a)-(2.30f) match with Hitchin's flow equations (3.7a), (3.7b) if one includes the following y-dependent rescalings:
Let us verify this claim. First, we turn to the VM flow equations (2.16). Since Y i ∈ Ê and Y 0 = const, the upper half of the flow equations, 12) is solved. For the lower half (3.11a) implies
13)
The equations (3.13) can be integrated and then take the characteristic form of VM flow equations for five-dimensional black holes [48] or domain walls [49, 50] :
with harmonic functions ∂ 2 y H i (y) = 0. The fact that our four-dimensional VM flow equations can be cast into five-dimensional form reflects that one can lift our fourdimensional domain wall solution to a five-dimensional one. This has two reasons: first, we have taken the prepotential to be cubic, and therefore the four-dimensional action can be obtained by dimensional reduction of a five-dimensional one. Second, only one real scalar in each four-dimensional VM flows along the domain wall, namely the real part of Y I , which corresponds to deformations of the almost-Kähler form J, see (3.12), (3.14) . This field remains a scalar when lifting the action to five dimensions, while the other real scalar (the imaginary part of Y I ) becomes the fifth component of a gauge field. At the level of the full ten-dimensional type-IIA string theory this dimensional lift corresponds to the M-theory limit. In particular, it is clear that when using the basis (3.1) -(3.3) for the dimensional reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity on half-flat six-folds, the scalars in the vector multiplets correspond to deformations of J.
We now observe that the first Hitchin flow equation (3.7a) becomes 15) when using the basis (3.1) and
In summary the VM flow equation (2.16), can be rewritten in the form (3.14) and matches the first Hitchin flow equation (3.7a).
We now turn to the second Hitchin flow equation (3.7b) . Substituting (3.11b), (3.11c), we obtain
The supergravity three-form fulfils (3.9) 18) where the last term can be cast into a from compatible with (3.17) Finally, let us show that the supergravity solution is compatible with the normalisation used in the SU(3) structure equations (3.4) . We have already shown that the scalar flow equations imply Hitchin's flow equations, but this only guarantees that (3.4) is preserved under the flow. All we need to check is that J and Ω are related by J ∧ J ∧ J = 3i 4 Ω ∧Ω if we plug in the supergravity solution, taking in mind that Ω = Ω(Z) is related to Ω(z) by the factor Z 0 (y) given in (3.11c). We find
where we have used 
where φ (4) is the four-dimensional dilaton.
Finally, let us specify the ten-dimensional line element explicitly. The tendimensional and four-dimensional line elements are related by: * The four-dimensional line-element is
Hence, the ten-dimensional line element is given by
where e a is the y-dependent vielbein of the internal six-dimensional half-flat manifold. By rewriting the metric in terms of the rescaled coordinateỹ we see that the tendimensional metric factorises into a flat three-dimensional Minkowski space and a sevendimensional part
(3.26)
The seven-manifold Y 7 with line-element (dỹ) 2 + e a ⊗ e a is a fibration over an interval. Since theỹ-dependence is given by Hitchin's flow equations (3.7a), (3.7b), and since the six-dimensional part is half-flat, the holonomy group is contained in G 2 , and Y 7 is a G 2 -holonomy manifold with boundaries. Thus Y 7 and X 10 are Ricci-flat. Since all non-constant scalar fields of our four-dimensional domain wall come from internal components of the ten-dimensional metric, the ten-dimensional type-IIA supergravity equations of motion are satisfied.
It is easy to see why the scalar V = exp −2φ (4) , where φ (4) is the four-dimensional dilaton is equal to the volume of X 6 . Recall that the ten-dimensional and the fourdimensional dilaton are related by exp −2φ (4) = exp −2φ (10) Vol(X 6 ) .
(3.27)
In our solution all ten-dimensional mater fields including the ten-dimensional dilaton are trivial and therefore φ (10) = const. Taking φ (10) = 0 for convenience♯ we see that the four-dimensional dilaton is related to the volume of X 6 as stated above. * This relation holds in general for the dimensional reduction of a ten-dimensional gravity action on a six-manifold X 6 , if one parametrises both the ten-dimensional and the four-dimensional action such that the Einstein-Hilbert terms take their canonical form ('Einstein frame'). See, e.g., [51] . ♯ Any other value of φ (10) just leads to an additional irrelevant constant, which can be absorbed by rescaling the ten-dimensional gravitational constant. For φ (10) = 0 the ten-dimensional string frame and Einstein frame coincide. Note that the four-dimensional string and Einstein frame differ, because φ (4) = const. All our four-dimensional metrics refer to the Einstein frame.
Conclusions
In this paper we have analysed domain-wall solutions of gauged four-dimensional N = 2 supergravity with arbitrary hypermultiplet gaugings. We have found that the VM flow equations (2.18) are universal, while the HM flow equations depend on the precise form of the gauging. Furthermore, we have constructed a new type of domain wall solution (2.30a)-(2.30f), which generalises the domain walls of [25] from the universal hypermultiplet to an arbitrary number of hypermultiplets, which all vary non-trivially. In addition, we considered a different gauging, the 'generalised axion shift' k = ξ 0 ∂ a + ∂ξ 0 , while in Ref. [25] the axion shift symmetry, k = ∂ a , was used. A domain wall solution with the axion shift and spectator hypermultiplets can be found in [42] .
Our domain walls are the vacua of a four-dimensional supergravity theory which was obtained by dimensional reduction of type-IIA supergravity on half-flat manifolds [13] . In Section 3, we have shown that, as anticipated by [13] , the four-dimensional domain-walls lift to ten-dimensional backgrounds of type-IIA string theory. The tendimensional geometry is of the form Ê 1,2 × Y 7 where Y 7 is a G 2 -holonomy manifold. The four-dimensional flow equations become Hitchin's flow equations which determine how the family of half-flat manifolds X 6 (ỹ) makes up the G 2 holonomy manifold Y 7 .
Since the action of [13] is manifestly mirror symmetric, it is clear that our domain walls are also solutions of type-IIB string theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau three-fold with NS flux. Therefore, we expect that it can be lifted to a consistent background of the full ten-dimensional type-IIB string theory. It would be interesting to perform an analysis of such a type-IIB background as explicitly as for the type-IIA background in this paper.
In this context one could ask if there are further type-II string geometries, where in the four-dimensional effective action other isometries than the axion and the generalised axion shift symmetries are gauged. A first step is to construct four-dimensional domainwall solutions corresponding to other gaugings than we have used here. All what has to be done is to solve the hyperino variation, (2.20) , since the VM flow equations take the same form for all hypermultiplet gaugings. These new domain-walls will then be lifted to ten dimensions. We expect that in this context the generalised Hitchin's flow equations derived in [5] play a role, and that one obtains a manifold with G 2 structure. These generalised flow equations can be derived similarly to Hitchin Perhaps one of the most intriguing points is that the vector multiplet flow equations are universal. This may be used to derive constraints on the G 2 torsion classes, since we know that the VM flow equations come from (4.1a). Phenomenologically, it would be interesting to lift our setup by one dimension to a M-theory background of the form Ê 1,3 × Y 7 . If the G 2 -holonomy manifold Y 7 has no boundaries one would recover four-dimensional N = 1 compactification of M-theory [52] . In the other case, if Y 7 has boundaries, models of Hořava-Witten-type [53, 49] would result. Alternatively, one can ask if it is possible to have string backgrounds of the form Ê 1,3 × X 6 where the curvature of X 6 is balanced by background flux. Another interesting aspect is how SU(3) structures are related to gaugings of fourdimensional supergravity actions. For instance, it would be interesting to obtain a map between SU(3) torsion classes and hypermultiplet gaugings.
